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Figure 2. Light curve of V1309 Sco based on OGLE (black points, Tylenda et al.

2011), ASAS (blue squares, Pojmanski 1997), and AAVSO (orange points, Kafka

2017). In years 2001-2007, the scatter in the data is due to short-period variability

(see Fig. 3) with rapidly decreasing orbital period (Tylenda et al. 2011, Pejcha

2014). The inset plot shows the observed gradual rise of brightness compared to

bolometric light curves -2.5 log Lbol from our three-dimensional SPH simulations

(red curves). From Pejcha et al. (2017).

Figure 1. Light curves of stellar merger candidates. We show single-band light

curves corrected for reddening. Wiggles seen in some objects are due to

uncorrected differences between different data sources. Many objects show

double- or multi-peaked light curves with hints that time separation between the

peaks increases with peak luminosity. V1309 Sco shows a relatively slow gradual

rise to the maximum and hints of similar pre-maximum behavior can be seen in

other objects as well. From Metzger & Pejcha (2017).
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Figure 3. Phased light curves of a V1309 Sco. Lower left: observed evolution from OGLE phased according to the time-

changing orbital period (Tylenda et al. 2011). Lower right: theoretical light curves accounting for obscuration by the L2

stream. Colors distinguish different values of the mass-loss rate labeled in units of M⊙/yr. Light curves are offset vertically for

purposes of clarity. Top: Example ray-traced image showing the binary partially obscured by the L2 stream. An animated

version of this figure is available at http://goo.gl/fvmA6y

Figure 4. Density structure of the collisions of faster spherical ejecta

with pre-existing equatorial L2 outflow. Top panel shows density projected

in the orbital plane, while the bottom panel shows the same quantity in the

(x2+y2)1/2–z plane. The initial condition for the equatorial component is the

final snapshot from the simulation of gradual brightening of V1309 Sco (inset

of Fig. 2). In this setting, first peak in light curves of luminous red novae (Fig.

1) comes from radiative cooling of material ejected in the polar direction while

the second peak occurs on diffusion timescale from the swept-up equatorial

ring. From Metzger & Pejcha (2017) and Pejcha et al. (2017).
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I show that this complex behavior results naturally from the

runaway loss of mass and angular momentum from the

outer Lagrange point of the binary, which lasted for

thousands of orbits. When the binary evolution finally

became dynamical, the resulting faster and more spherical

ejecta collided with the gas previously ejected near the

orbital plane and the shock interaction powered the

observed transient. Similar scenario can explain double-

peaked light curves seen in other LRN and resembles the

geometry observed in some classical novae. The shocked

ring is an ideal site for dust formation and certain

conditions can lead to a long infrared-only transient similar

to the recently discovered SPRITEs.

Abstract Luminous red novae (LRN) are a

diverse group of transients, partially

overlapping in luminosity and duration with

classical novae. LRN are believed to originate

from binary stars undergoing catastrophic

interactions. This association is exemplified

by V1309 Sco, where pre-outburst OGLE

data reveal a contact binary with rapidly

decaying orbital period accompanied by

striking transformation of its phased light

curve. About a year before the main peak, the

binary variability disappeared and V1309 Sco

gradually brightened to the main peak.


